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Abstract: Language users have preferences for the connectives they choose to
express causal relations. These choices may depend on the subjectivity involved in
the relation. Dutch connectives illustrate this situation clearly: want (‘since/for’) is
preferred typically for expressing subjective relations and omdat (‘because’) for
objective ones. While various corpus-based studies have revealed a similar pattern
in other languages, little attention has been paid to Spanish from this perspective.
Recent corpus-based studies analyzed the connectives porque (‘because’), ya que
(‘since’) and puesto que (‘given that’) using two different methods of analysis.
Surprisingly, the ﬁndings did not coincide with the previous literature on Spanish
connectives, and the semantic proﬁle of such connectives in terms of subjectivity
remained unclear. The current study again aims to investigate whether these
connectives show systematic variation in terms of subjectivity, using crowdsourcing experimentation. Results show that Spanish native speakers prefer
puesto que over porque to express subjective relations. However, no statistically
signiﬁcant difference was observed between porque and ya que. This study offers a
better understanding of Spanish connectives in terms of subjectivity. Furthermore,
it contributes to the assessment of the use of crowdsourcing as a useful and reliable
method to elucidate the meaning and use of connectives.
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1 Introduction
Fundamental notions in human cognition can be expressed at the level of
discourse. Human language provides its speakers with linguistic means to express
these notions. Connectives such as because, since and so are good examples of
these means; they express causality, speciﬁcally, they signal that a causal relation
can be established between two discourse segments.
Another important notion expressed in discourse is subjectivity. This is a
cognitive principle that allows us to distinguish, among other things, between
objective and subjective causal relations, depending on the presence of a Subject
of Consciousness (SoC). This SoC is responsible for the causal relation constructed
between two or more discourse segments (Pander Maat and Sanders 2001).
Consider these examples:
(1)
(2)

Crops died because there is a water shortage.
People from cold countries must feel annoyed with these heatwaves. They are
not used to these temperatures.

(1) illustrates an objective causal relation since there is no SoC involved in the causal
construction; the drought, which is a physical fact, affected the crops in such a way
that the crops died. By contrast, (2) shows a subjective causal relation, because there is
a SoC – a speaker who is concluding about people’s feelings. Causal relations can be
expressed with or without connectives: (1) is signaled by because. However, both (1)
and (2) are clear cases of causal relations, which demonstrates that the presence of
connectives is not a prerequisite for expressing causal relations.
This distinction in terms of subjectivity can also be extended to the use of causal
connectives. In several languages, causal connectives specialize in expressing either
subjective or objective relations. Indeed, various corpus-based studies provide evidence for this view. For instance, Dutch backward connectives (first consequent Q,
then antecedent P) like want (‘since/for’) and aangezien (‘since’) are used to express
subjective relations, whereas omdat and doordat (‘because’) are preferred to express
objective relations (Sanders and Spooren 2015). In German, backward connectives
denn and da (‘because’) tend to express subjective relations and weil (‘because’),
objective relations (Wegener 2000). In other typologically less related languages, a
comparable distinction is detected. For example, in French the backward connectives
car (‘for’) and puisque (‘since’) are preferred to express subjective relations, while
parce que (‘because’) is used to express objective relations (Zufferey 2012). In Mandarin
Chinese, the forward connective kĕjian (‘so/therefore’) is used to express subjective
relations, whereas yushi (‘so/therefore’) and yīn’er (‘as a result’) are used in objective
relations (Li et al. 2013).
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These findings suggest that a distinction in terms of subjectivity might be
systematic across different languages. However, in languages such as English,
subjectivity is hardly systematically encoded in causal connectives. For example,
because and so are general connectives that express both types of causal relations
(Knott and Sanders 1998). This situation leads us to question whether there are
other languages that resemble English in this respect. Spanish is an interesting
candidate because it has been understudied from a cognitive perspective. Most of
the existing studies in Spanish connectives are mainly descriptive and do not focus
on the possible systematic differences in subjectivity.
Recent corpus-based studies that aim to identify systematic variation of causal
connectives in terms of subjectivity provide evidence that differs from the ideas in
earlier literature on Spanish causal connectives (Santana et al. 2017, 2018). In the
current study, we add to these insights by using a different method to explore
subjectivity in Spanish connective categorization – an experimental method that
forces language users to make choices reﬂecting their preferences on Spanish causal
connectives. Speciﬁcally, we use crowdsourcing to recruit native Spanish speakers
and to expose them to experimental tasks. Two crowdsourcing experiments are
implemented to answer the following research question: Do Spanish connectives
show a systematic variation in terms of subjectivity in an analysis of native speakers’
preferences for causal constructions? Based on the literature, our hypotheses are that
porque is a general connective used to express both objective and subjective relations, whereas ya que and puesto que are speciﬁc connectives used mainly to
express subjective relations. We aim to determine whether the lexicon of Spanish
backward causal connectives varies systematically in terms of subjectivity, or
whether it resembles the English lexicon and does not show a systematic variation.
This paper first gives an overview of the specific backward causal connectives
considered in this study. Then it describes crowdsourcing and the method used in
the implementation of two crowdsourcing experiments, and it presents the results
and discussion. The paper ends with a general discussion and conclusions.

2 Spanish causal connectives
In Spanish, three common connectives express backward causality: porque
(‘because’), ya que (‘since’) and puesto que (‘given that’) (Santana et al. 2017). Previous
studies focusing on the description of causal connectives (Blackwell 2016; Goethals
2010) suggest that the connective porque is a general connective used to express both
subjective and objective relations. However, Santana et al. (2017), who implemented
automatic analyses, found that porque tends to occur in subjective environments
(i.e., in a context containing many subjective words). Santana et al. (2018), who used
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manual text analyses, showed that porque was not associated with any subjectivity
feature. Therefore, its proﬁle in terms of subjectivity remains unclear.
Existing literature on ya que (Borzi and Detges 2011; Goethals 2002; Pit et al.
1996) indicates that this connective is used for speciﬁc purposes and might be used
preferentially for expressing subjective relations. Nevertheless, this connective did
not occur in subjective environments in Santana et al. (2017), nor was it associated
with any subjectivity features in Santana et al. (2018), which raises the question
whether it is a speciﬁc connective that expresses subjective relations.
Literature on puesto que (Pit et al. 1996; Santos Río 2003) also suggests this is a
speciﬁc subjective connective. However, Santana et al. (2017) indicate that this
connective might be associated both with subjective and objective relations since
the segments preceding this connective contained relatively many subjective
words, whereas the segments following this connective contained a relatively low
percentage of subjective words. Furthermore, puesto que was associated with a low
number of objective features in Santana et al. (2018), which leads us to infer that it
is not used to express objective relations. Still, this tendency was observed in only
one of the analyzed contexts (academic discourse) and for only two subjectivity
features (the presence of SoC and the identity of SoC).1 Therefore, further research
is needed to provide evidence about the subjectivity proﬁle of this connective.
In sum, the semantic-pragmatic profile of these Spanish causal connectives in
terms of subjectivity remains unclear and the evidence provided by corpus-based
studies differs from the ideas in earlier literature. Why do corpus results not coincide
with the theoretical profiles of these connectives suggested in the literature? A
possible explanation might be that Spanish connectives do not systematically encode
subjectivity. Accordingly, the hypothesis that causal connectives show a systematic
variation in terms of subjectivity across different languages must be reconsidered; in
this respect, English would not be a mere exception since Spanish would not follow
such a pattern of subjectivity either. Another feasible explanation could be that the
differences of meaning and use among Spanish connectives are so subtle that they
cannot be observed with automatic analyses as applied in Santana et al. (2017). A ﬁnal
likely reason could be that using manual analyses (Santana et al. 2018) provides only
a limited understanding of Spanish connectives, since the results are based on the
judgment of a small number of annotators, which might reﬂect the idiosyncrasies
and/or the specialized knowledge of annotators instead of the meaning and use of
connectives. These three explanations raise the question concerning the extent to
which the methods used were appropriate and sufﬁciently effective to explore
subjectivity in Spanish connective categorization. The use of other methods can lead
1 In Santana et al. (2018), ‘context’ refers to the source from which text types were extracted to
analyze connectives and coherence relations. These were academic and journalistic contexts.
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us to more precise ﬁndings. Crowdsourcing has proved to be a promising adequate
method. The following section moves on to describe in greater detail this method.

3 Method
3.1 Crowdsourcing
A reasonable approach to determine whether the lexicon of Spanish backward
causal connectives varies systematically in terms of subjectivity is to directly
investigate Spanish native speakers’ intuitions on the meaning and use of these
connectives. Particularly, in experimental set-ups, speakers are asked to perform
production tasks in which they are forced to choose between different options.
Previous studies have provided crucial information on the meaning and use of
coherence relations and connectives using such methods (see Sanders et al. 1992).
Currently, an increasing number of efﬁcient and sophisticated methods and tools
are available to execute experimental tasks. Crowdsourcing is one such tool
(Scholman and Demberg 2017a). It is suitable for investigating forced choices that
reveal language users’ preferences.
Crowdsourcing is deﬁned as “the act of taking a job traditionally performed by
a designated agent (usually an employee) and outsourcing it to an undeﬁned,
generally large group of people in the form of an open call” (Howe 2008: 99). It
enables researchers to recruit participants through the web to perform tasks, which
are rewarded with a low-value payment.
One advantage of crowdsourcing is that it allows researchers to conduct information retrieval experiments extremely fast and that it is an economical alternative
(Alonso and Baeza-Yates 2011). However, among its drawbacks is the potential lack
of commitment from participants, who might complete the tasks as quickly as
possible to increase their remunerations (Sayeed et al. 2010). To avoid this situation,
it is important to encourage participants to demonstrate a good performance by
conditioning their participation in future experiments or by offering ﬁnancial bonuses. Furthermore, crowdsourcing poses demands on the experimental design and
setup, since participants are not experts in the tasks they need to perform. Consequently, tasks must be designed meticulously, and must provide clear instructions to
ensure that participants understand them (Alonso and Mizzaro 2012).
Notwithstanding these restrictions, crowdsourcing has proved to be a promising
method to elicit discourse interpretations and perform annotation tasks of discourse
coherence relations and connectives (Scholman and Demberg 2017a, 2017b). There
may be three reasons for this increasing success. Firstly, large amounts of data can
be coded in a short time since it is easy to recruit subjects that only need a minimum
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of instructions to complete a task. This is an important improvement because getting
expert annotators via traditional annotation methods requires time, resources and
effort, especially if additional and speciﬁc training is required.
Secondly, crowdsourcing can provide more insights into the meaning and use of
coherence relations and connectives since subjects are forced to be precise and make
decisions using their language knowledge. Researchers ensure that the collected
data represent the average reader’s interpretation, which is not biased by specialized
knowledge of specific theoretical approaches. Consequently, the validity of the data
increases since the obtained information corresponds to what really matters – the
meaning and use of coherence relations and connectives. In the same vein, Krippendorff (2004: 428) states that the more coders participate in the process and the
more common they are, the more likely the reliability of data can be ensured.
Lastly, crowdsourcing can be a more exhaustive method than traditional
manual annotations. Collecting several responses for the same item reflects the
meaning between two segments or the meaning encoded in a connective in a better
way than a classification given by a single annotator. This is what Scholman and
Demberg (2017a, 2017b) call a probability distribution over relation senses. Subjects choose the most ﬁtting connective and the patterns in the choices might
reveal semantic-pragmatic properties of the connectives involved.
These reasons lead us to consider crowdsourcing as an adequate method to
identify the semantic-pragmatic profile of Spanish causal connectives in terms of
subjectivity. What follows is a description of two experiments that aim to reach
such a purpose.

3.2 Crowdsourcing experiments
Because similar methodologies were used in both experiments, we first present the
information for both experiments and then specify details in which they differ.
Experiment 1 aims to distinguish the meaning and use of porque and ya que,
and Experiment 2 focuses on the meaning and use of porque and puesto que. We
used the connective insertion paradigm and the drag and drop interface of LingoTurk, which have been applied in similar experiments (Demberg et al. 2015;
Scholman and Demberg 2017a).2 LingoTurk is an open-source, crowdsourcing
client/server system that aims at facilitating psycholinguistic experimentation. It
enables user-friendly local hosting of experiments, and it is compatible with
Proliﬁc (P), which is a crowdsourcing platform focusing on non-US-centric clientele (Pusse et al. 2016).3 LingoTurk enabled us to design, construct and apply
2 LingoTurk is available in https://github.com/FlorianPusse/Lingoturk.
3 Proliﬁc is available in https://www.proliﬁc.ac/.
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experiments and P allowed us to administrate them and recruit people according to
their backgrounds (age, language, education, etc.). This combination is beneﬁcial
for the experimental control. LingoTurk keeps track of experimental conditions
and exclusions, whereas P keeps track of stimuli and responses.
3.2.1 Participants
Forty-three native Spanish speakers participated in Experiment 1, and 44 in
Experiment 2. They were recruited via P and reimbursed for their participation
(£3,00 per completed task). Their education level ranged from undergraduate
degrees to doctoral degrees.
3.2.2 Materials and design
The experimental texts for each experiment consisted of 32 relations: 16 porque and
16 ya que relations for Experiment 1, and 16 porque and 16 puesto que relations for
Experiment 2. The porque items were identical in both experiments. All relations
corresponded to subjective and objective causal relations. Thus, a 2 × 2 experimental design with four different conditions was created for each experiment.
Sixteen fillers, which were identical for both experiments, were included.
These consisted of clear cases of concessive and instantiation relations: eight items
with sin embargo (‘however’) and eight items with por ejemplo (‘for example’).
These relations were chosen because they cannot be confused with causal relations. Thus, the total number of items for each experiment was 48.
A portion of the experimental items stemmed from the Journalistic Sub-Corpus
of Spanish (Santana et al. 2018), and another part was extracted from CORPES XXI.4
This corpus allowed us to search for cases considering text type as a parameter
(news), and it enabled us to fulﬁll the established requirements of this study: 1) to
select enough cases of subjective and objective relations since the Journalistic SubCorpus of Spanish contained mostly subjective relations; 2) to select unambiguous
subjective and objective cases considering that some cases identiﬁed in the Journalistic Sub-Corpus of Spanish presented more than one indicator of subjectivity
(i.e., relations containing subjective and objective indicators simultaneously); and 3)
to obtain true examples that do not contain in their co-textual information the same
connectives that were used in the ﬁller condition or phrases with similar meanings
(e.g., pero (‘but’), a modo de ejemplo (‘as an example’)). Thus, we excluded elements
that could inﬂuence the decision of the participants.
4 CORPES XXI is freely available in https://webfrl.rae.es/CORPES/view/inicioExterno.view.
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The cases selected from the Journalistic Sub-Corpora of Spanish correspond to
cases extracted from news texts, and the requirements mentioned above were applied
as well. Then, all cases from both corpora consisted of subjective relations containing
only subjective indicators (speech-act/epistemic in domain, speech-act/judgement in
modality of Q-segment, implicit in presence of SoC and author/current speaker in
identity of SoC) and objective relations containing only objective indicators (volitional/non-volitional in domain, physical/mental facts in modality, explicit/absent in
presence of SoC and character/N/A in identity of SoC). Furthermore, the same
analytical model used in Santana et al. (2018) was applied to select the experimental
cases from CORPES XXI. The ﬁller items were also extracted from this online corpus.
Text passages consisted of previous co-text, which was the clause preceding the
causal relation; segment 1, which was the Q (consequence) clause in the causal
relation; a green box, which was the place where participants had to drag the
connective; segment 2, which was the P (cause) clause adjacent to segment 1 in the
causal relation; and finally, posterior co-text, which was the clause following the
causal relation established between segments 1 and 2. The two segments corresponding to the causal relation were displayed in black font, while the co-text
sentences were in grey font. Moreover, to avoid participants being influenced by the
original punctuation markers, slashes (//) were added before and after each connective and participants were told that these slashes could be interpreted as the
presence or absence of punctuation markers (for a general perspective on experimental items, see the Appendix).
3.2.3 Procedure
Experiments were hosted on LingoTurk (Pusse et al. 2016). First, the participants
read the instructions and accepted a consent form. Next, they were presented with
the experimental interface, which contained a summary of the instructions, the
predeﬁned list of connectives, and the text passage. The participants were asked to
choose the connective that best reﬂected the connection between the two segments
(black sentences) but considering the co-textual information (grey sentences). The
task was to insert a connective by dragging and dropping an option from the list of
connectives to the green box. The participants could drag and drop connectives as
many times they wanted, but once they had submitted their response they could
not go back. Choosing a connective from the candidate list was mandatory to
advance to the next item. In case the participants considered that no connective
ﬁtted the text, they had the option of clicking ninguno de estos (‘none of these’) and
type a linking phrase more appropriate for the text. If they changed their mind,
they could go back and select a connective from the candidate list of connectives.
The inclusion of the choice ninguno de estos pursued to corroborate if the
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Figure 1: The experimental interface.

participants preferred the predeﬁned connectives; to obtain information about
other connectives that may be considered as preferences and to avoid any possible
blinds. Figure 1 illustrates the experimental interface for Experiment 1, which is
identical to Experiment 2 except for the items presented.
The order of presentation of items was randomized to prevent order effects.
The average completion time was 23:42 min in Experiment 1 and 29:29 min in
Experiment 2.
3.2.4 Statistical procedure
The results of both experiments were modeled using a Linear Mixed-Effect
Regression model (LMER; Baayen et al. 2008). We performed binomial mixed
effects regression models using the lme4 package within the statistical software R
(Bates and Sarkar 2007; R Development Core Team 2008). All models had a
maximal random effect structure (Barr et al. 2013).
The factor for subjectivity (objective/subjective) was centered and the 2-level
factor for connectives (porque and ya que for Experiment 1, and porque and puesto
que for Experiment 2) was deviation coded. The signiﬁcance of ﬁxed effects was
evaluated by performing likelihood ratio tests, in which the ﬁt of a model containing the ﬁxed effect for each condition is compared to another model without it
but which is otherwise identical in random effects structure. The answers corresponding to non-causal connectives in the experimental items (por ejemplo, sin
embargo and other) were not considered in the analyses.5 They were chosen

5 ‘Other’ corresponds to those connectives that were inserted manually by the participants.
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relatively rarely (13.6% in Experiment 1 and 12.3% in Experiment 2) and no clear
pattern was identiﬁed.6

4 Results
This section presents the information separately for each experiment.

4.1 Experiment 1
This experiment aimed to identify whether porque and ya que show a systematic
variation in terms of subjectivity. Based on previous literature, our hypothesis was
that porque is a general connective that expresses objective and subjective relations, whereas ya que is a speciﬁc connective used mainly to express subjective
relations.
Prior to the analyses, data of three participants were removed because their
completion times were short (<13 min for 48 passages of at least four sentences
each) and showed incongruity on ﬁller items with other participants. Similar
studies adopted the same strategy (Scholman and Demberg 2017a, 2017b). The
following analyses considered a total of 1920 observations, corresponding to the
answers of 40 participants.
4.1.1 The validity of the method
By performing crowdsourcing experimentation, we are interested in identifying
patterns in the choices of participants, which might reveal the meaning and use of
the connectives. To evaluate whether the method was effective, we first focus on
the overall results. Figure 2 shows the general distribution of inserted connectives
per relation type. Data reveal a clear preference for inserting the connective sin
embargo in concessive relations (85%) and por ejemplo in instantiation relations
(75%).

6 To determine the effect of non-causal insertions, we ran a Multinomial Logistic Mixed Effects
model using the IBM SPSS Statistics 24 software. As multinomial response variables we considered
porque, ya que and other for Experiment 1, and porque, puesto que and other for Experiment 2). The
results from the Multinomial analysis were similar to those of the binomial analysis reported here;
all effects remained signiﬁcant.
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Figure 2: General distribution of inserted connectives.

Causal connectives are also inserted in concessive relations, but their percentages were relatively low (2.5% for porque, and 5.9% for ya que). Low frequencies were also found for the instantiation connective por ejemplo (1.2%) and
with other (5.3%). Within these manual answers, the participants used different
connectives, like pero (‘but’), the most frequent connective.
Regarding instantiation relations, Figure 2 shows that other connectives
different from por ejemplo were inserted. Ya que was the second preference
(10.6%) and sin embargo, the third preference (6.8%), whereas porque and other
reached the same percentage, which was relatively low (3.7% each). Among the
manual answers corresponding to other, the participants appear to use various
connectives (como (‘like’), en el que (‘in which’), por lo que (‘so’), con lo cual
(‘wherewith’), inclusive (‘even’), a propósito (‘by the way’), con (‘with’), para
(‘for’), de [‘of’]).
These results allow us to conclude that the method was effective: the predominant connectives inserted in the filler conditions were those we expected: sin
embargo for concessive relations and por ejemplo for instantiation relations.
Therefore, we deduce that the participants executed the task seriously.
4.1.2 Distribution of connectives in causal relations
Having evaluated the method, let us now turn to causal relations. In Figure 2, the
distribution of the inserted connectives porque and ya que was quite similar (37.8
and 48.5%, respectively). The participants also used other connectives instead of
the causal ones: sin embargo, which was the third most frequently used connective
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Figure 3: Distribution of inserted connectives in causal relations.

(8%), por ejemplo and other, which reached relatively low percentages (1.2 and
5.3%, respectively). Regarding the manual answers corresponding to other, no
clear pattern was identiﬁed, the participants used various connectives, even
commas and blank spaces.
Regarding the distribution of porque and ya que per condition (objective and
subjective relations), of a total of 1920, 1105 insertions in the causal condition
involved either porque or ya que. Of these 1105 insertions, 563 involved insertions
in the subjective condition and 542 in the objective condition. Of the 563 subjective
insertions, 223 were choices for porque (20.1%) and 340 for ya que (30.7%). Of the
542 objective insertions, 261 were choices for porque (23.6%) and 281 for ya que
(25.4%). Figure 3 shows the distribution of porque and ya que per condition. It can
be observed that both connectives are used in both conditions; in the objective
condition the distribution is similar between both connectives, whereas in the
subjective condition, there is a preference for ya que.
4.1.3 Statistical analyses
The answers of the 32 experimental items were modeled using a binomial linear
mixed-effect regression model (see Section 3.2.4). The model included intercepts
for each participant and item and random slopes for each participant. The ﬁnal
model is shown in Table 1. The condition of subjectivity did not have a signiﬁcant
effect on the use of the connectives porque and ya que (β = 0.355, SE = 0.267,
z = 1.333, p = 0.189). This indicates that the participants did not choose ya que more
often for subjective items than for objective items.
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Table : Linear mixed-effect regression model ﬁt by maximum likelihood.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Subjectivity

Random effects
Participant
Item

Estimates

SE

z

p

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

Variance

Standard deviation

.
.

.
.

4.1.4 Discussion
The results show that the distribution of the inserted connectives porque and ya
que for causal relations are comparable, which indicates that the two connectives
are used to express both subjective and objective causality. Ya que showed a slight
tendency of being more preferred than porque to express subjective relations.
However, no statistically signiﬁcant difference was identiﬁed.
According to these results, it can be inferred that porque and ya que do not encode
whether the relation is subjective or objective; they ﬁt perfectly well in both types of
relations. This situation alludes to the phenomenon of underspeciﬁcation: the semantics of the connective that is used to indicate the link does not fully match the
semantics of the relation that is intended by the speaker/writer (Spooren 1997).
Underspeciﬁcation occurs when a connective does not have a speciﬁc meaning proﬁle; this makes it very suitable to various types of relations. In this case, porque and ya
que seem to be underspeciﬁed for subjectivity: both mark backward causal relations,
but neither of them speciﬁes whether they mark a subjective or objective relation.
These results were the reason to revise segments 1 and 2 of the experimental items
with porque and ya que, in order to identify other elements that may convey subjective
meanings. This analysis showed that 86% of the subjective elements occur in subjective relations (36 occurrences) and only 14% in objective relations (6 occurrences),
which indeed suggests a predominance of subjective elements in subjective relations.
These elements consisted of evaluative adjectives that imply the author’s evaluation
of reality (e.g., fácil [‘easy’]) (21 occurrences in subjective items and 5 in objective
items); adverbs of manner or quantity that emphasize the meaning of evaluative
adjectives (e.g., francamente ridículo [‘frankly ridiculous’]) (5 occurrences in subjective items and 1 in objective items); and categorical statements and denials in present
tense that may reﬂect the author’s opinion (e.g., El resultado es alentador [‘the result is
encouraging’]) (10 occurrences; all of them in subjective items).
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Elements expressing a low degree of subjectivity were also identified: 76% (43
occurrences) was associated with objective relations and 22% (12 occurrences) with
subjective relations, which corroborates the previous findings. The elements were
sentences in past tense, which referred to events occurring in the real world (e.g.,
se disculpó con las autoridades [‘he apologized to the authorities’]) (30 occurrences
in objective items and 12 in subjective items) and the presence of a third person
(singular or plural) who carries out an intentional action causing another event in
the real world (e.g., Uno de sus dueños, Luis Hernández, negó las acusaciones [‘One
of its owners, Luis Hernández, denied the accusations’]), (13 occurrences; all of
them in objective items). Although these ﬁndings are the result of a quite general,
somewhat superﬁcial analysis, they illustrate how subjectivity may be encoded in
other linguistic elements and not necessarily in causal connectives.
Another finding is that the participants used sin embargo, which commonly
marks a concessive relation, as the third preference in causal relations. This suggests that causal and concessive relations tend to be confused because both relations involve an implicational meaning (P→Q) and only differ in their polarity
(König and Siemund 2000). This ﬁnding is consistent with previous results
(Scholman and Demberg 2017a)
A final methodological conclusion is that crowdsourcing was effective. The
connectives inserted in the filler conditions were those expected, which allows us
to deduce that the participants performed the task seriously.

4.2 Experiment 2
This experiment aims to find out whether porque and puesto que show a systematic
variation in terms of subjectivity. Following previous literature, we hypothesized
that porque is a general connective that expresses objective and subjective relations, whereas puesto que is a speciﬁc connective used mainly to express subjective relations.
Similarly to Experiment 1, the data of four participants were removed because
of short completion times (<5 min for 48 passages of at least four sentences each)
and incongruity on ﬁller items with other participants. The following analyses
considered a total of 1920 observations, corresponding to the answers of 40
participants.
4.2.1 Method validity
As in Experiment 1, we first evaluated the effectiveness of the method (Figure 4
provides the general distribution of inserted connectives per relation type).
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Figure 4: General distribution of inserted connectives.

Regarding concession and instantiation relations, this experiment replicates
Experiment 1 in that sin embargo and por ejemplo are clearly predominant in each
relation (88.7 and 82.5%, respectively).
Figure 4 shows that in the concessive relations, causal connectives were also
inserted, but their percentages were relatively low (1.5% for porque, and 6.5% for
puesto que). The same is observed with the instantiation connective por ejemplo
(0.3%) and with other (2.8%). With regard to the choice of other, there was no clear
pattern; the participants used different connectives, commas and blank spaces.
With respect to instantiation relations, Figure 4 shows that other connectives
different from por ejemplo were also used. Sin embargo and puesto que were the
other preferences (8.7 and 6.8%, respectively), whereas porque and other reached
the lowest percentages (1.5 and 0.3%, respectively). The latter percentage corresponds to only one manual answer (a full stop).
These results, once again, allow us to infer that the method was effective. The
predominant connectives inserted in the filler conditions were those that we expected, which lead us to conclude that the participants executed the task seriously.
4.2.2 Distribution of connectives in causal relations
Figure 4 reveals that the distribution of the inserted connectives porque and puesto
que reached similar percentages (40.7 and 46.8%, respectively). Among the other
connectives used in causal relations, we observed the same pattern identiﬁed in
Experiment 1. The concessive connective sin embargo was the third most
frequently used connective (6.9%), so once again, this experiment replicates
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Figure 5: Distribution of inserted connectives in causal relations.

previous results (Scholman and Demberg 2017a). Regarding por ejemplo and other,
the percentages were also relatively low (3.5 and 1.8%, respectively). Regarding
this latter option, the most frequently used manual answers were ya que and
debido a que (‘due to’), which are also causal connectives.
Concerning the distribution of porque and puesto que per condition (objective
and subjective relations), out of a total of 1920, 1122 insertions in the causal condition involved either porque or puesto que. Of these 1122 insertions, 559 involved
insertions in the subjective condition and 563 in the objective condition. Of the 559
subjective insertions, 210 were choices for porque (18.7%) and 349 for puesto que
(31.1%). Of the 563 objective insertions, 312 were choices for porque (27.8%) and 251
for puesto que (22.3%). Figure 5 shows the distribution of porque and puesto que per
condition. Both connectives were also used in both conditions (cf. Figure 3); in the
objective condition the distribution is similar between both connectives, whereas
in the subjective condition there is a preference for puesto que.
4.2.3 Statistical analyses
The answers of the 32 experimental items were modeled using binomial linear
mixed-effect regression models (see Section 3.2.4). The model included intercepts
for each participant and each item and random slopes for each participant. Table 2
shows the ﬁnal model. Unlike in Experiment 1, the condition of subjectivity did
have a signiﬁcant effect on connective choice (β = 0.783, SE = 0.276, z = 2.840,
p < 0.01). The odds ratio indicates that if the relation is subjective, then the choice
for puesto que is 2.065 times more likely than the choice for porque.
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Table : Linear mixed-effect regression model ﬁt by maximum likelihood.
Fixed effects
Intercept
Subjectivity

Random effects
Participant
Item

Estimates

SE

z

p

.
.

.
.

.
.

<.

Variance

Standard deviation

.
.

.
.

4.2.4 Discussion
The results show that the distribution of the inserted connectives porque and puesto
que is comparable in objective relations. However, in subjective relations, puesto que
tends to be used more than porque, and this difference is statistically signiﬁcant.
These results allow us to conclude that puesto que is a speciﬁc subjective
connective. The participants showed a (small) preference for this connective over
porque to express subjective relations, which shows that puesto que ﬁts better than
porque to express this kind of relation. However, it is important to bear in mind that
both connectives were used in both subjective and objective relations, and in
objective relations, the distribution was similar.
These results can be interpreted considering the prototype structure theory
(Stukker and Sanders 2012), which proposes two hypotheses. First, it is expected
that causal categories are prototypes and have a prototype structure. This prototype
structure implies that causal connectives specializing in expressing subjective
causal relations are used in objective causal relations less frequently than in subjective relations. Similarly, connectives specializing in expressing objective causal
relations are used in subjective causal relations less frequently than in objective
relations. In other words, the prototype structure theory states that causal connectives that are specialized in expressing a type of causal relation are prototypically used to express that speciﬁc type of relation more than any other type. The
obtained results seem to support this hypothesis to a certain degree in the sense that
the participants demonstrated a preference for using puesto que over porque to
express subjective causality. However, the results seem to clearly support the corollary of the prototype structure theory: non-prototypical instantiations of causal
categories may be rare but they do occur. That is, it should be expected that, in
certain contexts, cases show up in which presumably ‘objective’ causal connectives
are used to express subjective relations, and cases in which presumably ‘subjective’
causal connectives are used to express objective relations. This is exactly what was
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found in Experiment 2: puesto que is a subjective connective that was also used in
objective relations. These occurrences, which are rarer than those in subjective
relations, correspond to the non-prototypical meaning and use of puesto que. This
demonstrates, as would be expected on the basis of a prototype analysis, that the
distinction between subjective and objective connectives is not always a clear-cut
issue (see Sanders and Spooren 2013).
These results also coincide with the pattern observed in other languages. The
connective that revealed a preference was specific for subjective causality, which
is the category that has manifested greater consistency in other languages. Specific
subjective connectives like want in Dutch, denn in German and car in French have
shown a clearer pragmatic-semantic proﬁle than their objective counterpart
omdat, da and parce que. In this respect, future research might explore whether
puesto que demonstrates the same proﬁle across different genres.
For porque, this experiment replicates the results obtained in Experiment 1.
This connective is used to express both subjective and objective relations. Therefore, porque can be considered an underspeciﬁed connective in terms of subjectivity and has a semantic proﬁle similar to the English connective because.
Finally, the method used in this experiment demonstrated to be effective.

5 General discussion and conclusions
Two crowdsourcing experiments were implemented to answer the following
research question: Do Spanish connectives show a systematic variation in terms of
subjectivity in an analysis of native speakers’ preferences for causal constructions?
The results showed that the distribution of porque and ya que was similar between
objective and subjective relations, and no statistically signiﬁcant difference was
identiﬁed. Regarding porque and puesto que, the participants preferred puesto que
to express subjective relations, and this difference was statistically signiﬁcant.
The hypothesis that puesto que is a speciﬁc subjective connective is borne out. In
this respect, our results coincide with previous studies (Pit et al. 1996; Santos Río
2003) suggesting that puesto que has a more speciﬁc proﬁle. Furthermore, our results
are congruent with results obtained in Santana et al. (2018), in which manual analyses revealed that puesto que was associated with a low number of objective features.
The hypothesis that porque is a general connective used to express both
objective and subjective relations is also borne out. Both experiments revealed the
underspeciﬁed nature of this connective in terms of subjectivity. These results are
in line with previous literature (Blackwell 2016; Goethals 2010) and are also
congruent with the results of Santana et al. (2018), in which porque demonstrated
not to be associated with any subjectivity feature.
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The hypothesis that ya que is a speciﬁc subjective connective is rejected. No
signiﬁcant differences were found in the participants’ preferences. This result
corroborates the results obtained in Santana et al. (2018), in which ya que was not
associated with any subjectivity feature. It also accords with the results of Santana
et Al. (2017), in which ya que did not co-occur with high percentages of subjective
words in any of the text types analyzed. Nonetheless, this result does not coincide
with previous literature (Borzi and Detges 2011; Goethals 2002), which suggests
that this connective is used for speciﬁc purposes.
A possible explanation for this discrepancy might be that the research
methods affected the results. Where claims in the existing literature were mainly
based on qualitative analyses by linguists, our inferences are based on the statistical evaluation of responses produced by naïve informants. It may be possible,
therefore, that qualitative analyses overinterpreted the differences that in our
quantitative study did not prove to be large enough to be statistically signiﬁcant.
Additionally, in comparison to all existing studies, the data in the current
study were obtained very differently. Our data are the answers of participants who
were forced to make decisions about connectives within experimental settings,
whereas previous studies collected data from annotations of specific corpora
(Borzi and Detges 2011; Goethals 2002). Consequently, the participants’ answers
reﬂect lay people’s ‘theory-less’ intuitions about the meaning and use of Spanish
connectives. By contrast, the corpus-based annotations are the result of the
specialized knowledge of linguistically trained annotators. We can only speculate
about how this differs from non-trained persons, but there is a possibility that such
a training inﬂuences the categorizations, depending on the theoretical framework
adopted in the analyses.
Taken together, these findings allow us to conclude that the Spanish language
has a repertoire of causal connectives with different subjectivity profiles. On the
one hand, general connectives such as porque and ya que express both objective
and subjective relations. On the other hand, Spanish also has a speciﬁc subjective
connective: puesto que. Furthermore, we might conclude that there are more
similarities between porque and ya que than between porque and puesto que.
Indeed, their frequencies would be evidence of this similarity. Santana et al. (2017)
revealed that porque and ya que were the most frequent connectives in news texts
and in academic text types, whereas puesto que was less frequent than these
connectives in the same contexts.
In conclusion, the answer to our research question must reflect the twofold
nature described above: the Spanish causality lexicon includes general and specific connectives in terms of subjectivity. Moreover, the systematic categorization
of causal connectives in terms of subjectivity in Spanish is less strong than in
several other languages. Only one connective shows specificity in terms of
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subjectivity, contrary to other languages, which have at least two specific connectives. In this respect, the lexicon of Spanish backward causal connectives resembles the English lexicon; both languages do not show an evident systematic
variation in terms of subjectivity.
What are the theoretical implications of these results? Do Spanish and English
not express subjectivity at the discourse level? Clearly, they do. Corpus studies
show that subjective coherence relations occur in both languages (Cunha et al.
2011; Prasad et al. 2004). In Spanish, there is a body of research concerning
subjectivity (Aliaga and Bustos 2002; Cornillie 2007, among others). Furthermore,
in Santana et Al. (2018) the occurrence of subjective relations constituted more
than 75% of the analyzed relations. Therefore, subjectivity cannot be ignored. At
the same time, the current ﬁndings raise the necessity to reconsider the hypothesis
that causal connectives of all languages show a systematic variation in terms of
subjectivity (Stukker and Sanders 2012). The results conﬁrm that subjectivity is
encoded differently across languages, and that it is not necessarily encoded at the
discourse level. This suggests a relationship between the subjectivity expressed in
connectives and the subjectivity expressed elsewhere in the discourse. There might
even be a trade-off between subjectivity indicators in the discourse segments and
that expressed in connectives. For instance, when speakers use modal expressions, it may no longer be necessary to use a subjective causal connective.
Conversely, when discourse segments do not contain elements expressing
subjectivity, speakers are likely to use a speciﬁc subjective connective to express
the causal relation in order to make themselves clear. For this reason, further
research on other linguistic elements in the context of Spanish connectives is
strongly recommended. Recent studies in other languages have assumed such an
approach and have offered new insights into the use of linguistic elements
expressing subjectivity associated with causal connectives (Levshina and Degand
2017; Wei et al. 2020).
Against this backdrop, we conclude that the systematization of causal connectives in terms of subjectivity is a matter of degrees rather than a dichotomy. In
one extreme, some languages show a clear distinction between specific connectives that mark subjective and objective causality prototypically. This would be the
case with the Dutch language, which is a clear exponent of such systematization.
Mandarin Chinese is another language that might be placed at this extreme end
since it also has a wide repertoire of specific connectives in terms of subjectivity. In
the middle of this continuum, German and French also reveal such systematization, but to a lesser degree than Dutch and Mandarin Chinese do. In German, there
is one connective that has revealed some inconsistency across text types and
studies (weil [‘because’]). In French, some connectives are subject to a grammaticalization process: objective connectives are ‘becoming’ subjective, speciﬁcally
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in spoken discourse (parce que, [‘because’]) (Zufferey et al. 2018). Despite this, both
languages display connectives that demonstrate a prototypical pattern of subjectivity. Finally, at the other end of this continuum, there are languages like Spanish
and English in which the systematic categorization of the lexicon of causal connectives is much less evident than in other languages.
Another contribution of the present study is to provide empirical evidence that
confirms the effectiveness of crowdsourcing. It proved to be a useful, effective and
reliable method to elucidate the meaning and use of Spanish connectives in terms
of subjectivity. By asking for many responses from native speakers for the same
item, we obtained more exhaustive information about the meaning and use of the
analyzed connectives than the information obtained in previous corpus-based
studies (Santana et al. 2017, 2018). This approach allowed us to reach a more
precise categorization of Spanish causal connectives, since the data reﬂect the
interpretation of native speakers’ preferences.
We stress the importance of using various methods to investigate discourse
coherence phenomena, especially when these have been understudied in a specific language, which was the case of the present study. Corpus-based studies
carried out previously gave us a global perspective of subjectivity in Spanish
coherence relations and connectives (Santana et al. 2017, 2018), but by adopting a
more speciﬁc method such as crowdsourcing experimentation, it was possible to
obtain a precise characterization of the phenomenon. In sum, this combined
implementation of traditional and innovative methods provides substantial beneﬁts: while corpus-based manual text analyses facilitated the identiﬁcation of
causal connectives, causal coherence relations and details of subjectivity in
Spanish (Santana et al. 2017, 2018), crowdsourcing made it possible to collect more
data than would have been possible using traditional methods.
An obvious route for further research is to analyze discourse functions of the
connectives and their association with other linguistic elements that express degrees of subjectivity. Another promising study would concern the processing of
causal connectives in Spanish. We trust that the current study serves as a preliminary step for such further investigations. Finally, we emphasize the necessity
of exploring causal coherence relations and connectives in various contexts and
languages as well as investigating other types of relations, such as those that are
not expressed by connectives or cue phrases. Since these reflect the majority of
causal coherence relations, such studies would provide important additional information about the role of causality and subjectivity in discourse coherence.
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Appendix
This section presents one experimental item per each condition of both
experiments.7
A.: Experimental items corresponding to ya que in Experiment 
YA QUE
OBJECTIVE
Dos jóvenes mueren en aparatoso accidente
El accidente produjo algunas horas de congestionamiento vial, ya que los curiosos no paraban
de observar la escena del percance.
La imprudencia temeraria nuevamente cobra la vida de dos personas.
‘Two young people died in a dramatic accident
The accident produced some hours of trafﬁc congestion since curious people did not stop
watching (kept on watching) the incident scene.
The temerarious imprudence took the life of two people again
YA QUE
SUBJECTIVE
n fue incautado un viejo taxi iraquí, pintado con los colores tradicionales para este tipo
Tambie
de vehículos en este país, blanco y amarillo.
Esto resulta interesante, ya que parece conﬁrmar los rumores que circulaban desde hace tiempo
en Bagdad: Saddam se ha dejado crecer la barba y viaja de incógnito en un viejo taxi.
‘Also, an old Iraqi taxi, painted with the traditional colors for this type of vehicle in this country,
white and yellow, was conﬁscated.
This turns out interesting since it seems to conﬁrm the rumors that were circulating around for a
long time in Bagdad: Saddam has let grow his beard and travels incognito in an old taxi.’

7 Filler items were not included in this section since objective and subjective conditions only
apply for causal experimental items.
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A.: Experimental items corresponding to puesto que in Experiment 
PUESTO QUE
OBJECTIVE
A las siete de la mañana del  de agosto de  el % de los controladores aereos que
estaban llamados a trabajar se ausentó de su puesto en demanda de un aumento salarial y de
reducción de jornada. El entonces presidente de EE UU, Ronald Reagan, les dio un ultimátum
de  horas para volver a su trabajo, puesto que una ley de  declaraba ilegal toda huelga
realizada por funcionarios.
Los . controladores -el % del total- que no respondieron a la llamada para que
regresaran a sus puestos fueron fulminantemente despedidos.
‘At seven in the morning on August st of , % of the air trafﬁc controllers that were called
to work were absent from their positions demanding a salary increase and a working hours
reduction. The then president of the USA, Ronald Reagan, gave them an ultimatum of  h to
go back to work given that a law of  declared as illegal every strike carried out by
employees.
The . controllers -% of the total- that did not answer the call to go back to work were
immediately dismissed.’
PUESTO QUE
SUBJECTIVE
En el  las bolsas de plástico de un solo uso tienen que haber desaparecido. A la vista de
los resultados, esta campaña que se puso en marcha en abril de , va por muy buen
camino puesto que se han superado los objetivos marcados para este año pasado que era
reducir el consumo de bolsas de plástico un %.
En seis meses de campaña, se ha logrado suprimir la emisión de  millones de bolsas
anuales en Castilla y León.
‘In  single-use plastic bags must have disappeared. In view of the results, this
campaign that started in April  is on the very right track given that the established
objectives for this last year which was reducing the use of plastic bags in a % have been
surpassed.
In six months of the campaign, it has been managed to suppress the emission of  million
annual bags in Castilla and León.’
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A.: Experimental items corresponding to porque in Experiment  and 
PORQUE
OBJECTIVE
Kammerichs se arrepintió
El basquetbolista Federico Kammerichs, de Pamesa Valencia, se disculpó con las autoridades
del club español porque el viernes último regresó a la Argentina sin permiso. “Estoy arrepentido. Demostre falta de madurez y de experiencia”, reconoció el alero.
‘Kammerichs repented
The basketball player Federico Kammerichs of Pamesa Valencia apologized to the authorities of
the Spanish club because last Friday he went back to Argentina without permission. “I am
regretful. I demonstrated a lack of maturity and experience”, the forward recognized.’
PORQUE
SUBJECTIVE
Fútbol – historia: Francisco Rivera, talento y clase con la “”
No todo es fácil en la vida de un futbolista, porque hay que tener ánimo y una gran fortaleza
moral y física para entrenar. Requiere mucho sacriﬁcio.
‘Football – history: Francisco Rivera, talent and quality with the “”
Not everything is easy in a football player’s life because you must have energy and an enormous
moral and physical strength to train. It requires much sacriﬁce.’
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